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The past year has been a challenging time for the

Consortium, and for its members. Although the fall and

winter of 2019 were business as usual for most of us, a

global pandemic and an increased spotlight on police

brutality and race relations brought our normal

existences to a screeching halt in the spring of 2020.

For many of us, this meant abruptly transitioning to

online education, while  grappling with how best to

incorporate the deaths of Breonna Taylor, George Floyd,

and too many others into our curricula. In the fall, our

colleges and universities took different approaches in an

effort to slow the spread of the coronavirus. Some of us

are teaching fully online, some hybrid, and a few

continue to teach in person. These are difficult times, to

be sure.  

The Consortium for Undergraduate Law and Justice

Programs recognizes these challenges and is doing its

best to help members of the law and society community

meet them... (continued on page 2)



At the 2020 Law and Society Association conference, which was held virtually, the Consortium organized

three panels, including one on “Teaching (Undergraduate) Law and Society during Times of Crisis.” This

panel brought together an esteemed group of scholars to reflect on teaching during particularly turbulent

times, including those we currently face. On our blog, Hillary Mellinger (American University) contributed

a thoughtful and timely post regarding creating community and cultivating learning in online teaching.

We have added a new section to our syllabus archive on “Online and Asynchronous Courses.” Many

CULJP members (and their students) have been doing public engagement to bring attention to the toll the

global pandemic is taking on our students and institutions of higher learning, how to address racial

injustice, the 2020 presidential election, and many other salient issues. And, the Consortium has

temporarily altered its dues structure in recognition of the financial challenges many of our colleges and

universities are facing (see the Membership Dues for 2020-2021 section of this newsletter, page 11).
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The Consortium intends to continue these efforts, and welcomes your participation in them. This can take

many forms, including submitting a post to our outstanding blog; participating in, or organizing, panels at

the 2021 Law and Society Association annual meeting; contributing to our syllabus archive; and reaching

out to the Consortium with programming ideas. As Jinee Lokaneeta (Drew University) noted in her first

presidential welcome letter:

I could not agree more, and I am extremely grateful for Jinee’s service as President over the past two

years. It was truly an honor to work with Jinee as Vice President, and I am humbled to now serve as

President of the Consortium. I am also very happy to welcome Haley Duschinski (Ohio University) as Vice

President, Sida Liu (University of Toronto) as Communications Director, and John McMahon (SUNY

Plattsburgh) and Sanghamitra Padhy (Ramapo College) as members of the Board of Directors. I extend a

sincere thanks to our exiting board members, Shannon Portillo (University of Kansas), Mary

Nell Trautner (University of Buffalo), and Monica Williams (Weber State University). I also thank Ryan

Severance (Ohio University) for his service as Communications Assistant, and welcome Grace Tran

(University of Toronto) to that position.

More than ever, the purpose

of law and justice programs has become

 crucial in the times we live in.

Paul Collins

BE WELL,

PAUL COLLINS,
CULJP PRESIDENT



CONTRIBUTE TO THE CULJP BLOG
The Consortium invites contributions to its blog, “In

the Classroom: A Blog about Undergrad Teaching and

Learning.” CULJP welcomes a wide array of blog

posts relevant to the Consortium and its members

authored by faculty and/or students. Recent posts

include “Online Teaching: Creating Community &

Cultivating Learning” by Hillary Mellinger, “Using

Incremental Writing to Teach Law and Society

Improve Ungraduates'  Writing!" by Zaque Evans, and

“The Nested Mentoring Model, Paying It Forward &

The Benefit of Symbiotic Mentoring Relationships” by

Taylor Hartwell (with Danielle Rudes).

For more information, please contact

Communications Director Sida Liu at

sd.liu@utoronto.ca.

John is Assistant Professor of Political Science at SUNY

Plattsburgh, where he teaches courses in political thought,

feminist politics, and Black politics and was one of the two

leads in designing a new interdisciplinary Law and Justice

major. His research interests include political theories of work

and labor, Black political thought, feminist political thought,

critical legal studies, and political science pedagogy. His

scholarship has been published in Political Theory,

Contemporary Political Theory, New Political Science, and the

Journal of Political Science Education, among other venues. He

is also one of the hosts of the Always Already critical theory

podcast.

SANGHAMITRA PADHY
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JOHN MCMAHON
BOARD MEMBER

S U N Y  P L A T T S B U R G H

J M C M A 0 0 4 @ P L A T T S B U R G H . E D U

BOARD MEMBER

R A M A P O  C O L L E G E

S P A D H Y @ R A M A P O . E D U

Sanghamitra is Associate Professor of Law and Society, and

Sustainability at Ramapo College of New Jersey. She holds a

Ph.D. in Political Science from the University of Southern

California. Her teaching and research focus on law and public

policy with a particular interest in environmental justice,

human rights, international law, and sustainability.

INTRODUCING OUR NEW BOARD MEMBERS



Paul is Professor of Legal Studies and Political Science at the

University of Massachusetts Amherst. His research and teaching

interests focus on understanding the democratic nature of the judiciary,

interdisciplinary approaches to legal decision making, and social

movement litigation. He has published more than two dozen academic

articles and he is the author of Friends of the Supreme Court: Interest

Groups and Judicial Decision Making (Oxford University Press),

coauthor of Supreme Court Confirmation Hearings and Constitutional

Change (Cambridge University Press), and coauthor of The President and

the Supreme Court: Going Public on Judicial Decisions from Washington

to Trump (Cambridge University Press). His courses include Introduction

to Legal Studies, Judges and Judging, and Law and Social Activism . Paul

previously served as the Vice President for CULJP.

Haley is Associate Professor of Anthropology and Director of the Center

for Law, Justice & Culture at Ohio University (CLJC). In 2018, she

became the Graduate Director of CLJC's new M.A. program in Law,

Justice & Culture. She is a legal and political anthropologist with

research specializations in violence, war, and power; law and society;

human rights, militarization and impunity; and law and memory in

Kashmir. She is co-editor of Resisting Occupation in Kashmir

(University of Pennsylvania Press 2018) and a founding member of the

Critical Kashmir Studies scholarly collective. She is the recipient of the

Presidential Teacher Award (2014), as well as the Grasselli Brown

Teaching Award (2009) and the University Professor Award (2007) at

Ohio University. Haley previously served as the Communications

Director for CULJP.
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PAUL COLLINS
PRESIDENT 

UNIVERSITY  OF  MASSACHUSETTS  AMHERST

PMCOLLINS@LEGAL .UMASS .EDU

HALEY DUSCHINSKI

(Board Changes, continued on page 5)

BOARD CHANGES

VICE  PRESIDENT

OHIO  UNIVERSITY

DUSCHINS@OHIO .EDU



Sida is Associate Professor of Sociology at the University of Toronto

and Faculty Fellow at the American Bar Foundation. He is an active

faculty member in the Criminology, Law and Society program at the

University of Toronto Mississauga, one of the largest undergraduate law

and justice programs in Canada. Dr. Liu’s research interests focus on

the legal profession and sociolegal theory. He has taught courses on

several sociolegal topics, including the sociology of law, the legal

profession, and research projects in criminology, law and society. Dr.

Liu has provided many services to the law and society community over

the years and served on the board of the Law & Society Association, the

Asian Law & Society Association, and the Canadian Law & Society

Association.

Grace Tran is a Ph.D. Candidate at the University of Toronto's Centre

for Criminology & Sociolegal Studies. She is also a Visiting Scholar at

Rice University and a Kinder Scholar at the Kinder Institute for Urban

Research. Grace’s advocacy work, writing, and research interests stem

from both her background in creative writing and the nexus of

disruption, resettlement, opportunity, and overwhelm that informed her

own parents’ diasporic narratives as Vietnamese refugees. Grace is

interested in constructions of belonging, identity, gender, and intimacy

as they intersect with understandings of migration and citizenship.

Grace’s dissertation explores the legal regulation of transnational

marriages, the transformative effects of immigration law and processes,

and how marriage and affect are negotiated along and past state

borders. Her writing has been featured in the Toronto Star.
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SIDA LIU
COMMUNICATIONS  D IRECTOR

U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  T O R O N T O

S D . L I U @ U T O R O N T O . C A

GRACE TRAN

BOARD CHANGES, CONTINUED

COMMUNICATIONS  ASS ISTANT

U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  T O R O N T O

G R A C E . T R A N @ M A I L . U T O R O N T O . C A



The Consortium is pleased to announce that “Accessing a (W)hole New Life: Resident Pathways to

Coping While Living in Restricted Housing Units” is the recipient of the 2020 Best Undergraduate

Student Paper Award in Interdisciplinary Legal Studies. In bestowing this award, the committee

recognizes the outstanding accomplishments of Bryce Kushmerick-McCune and Heather Pickett,

George Mason University Criminology, Law and Society students, for their outstanding research

project.

 

Kushmerick-McCune and Pickett’s research paper addresses a question of enormous practical and

academic significance: how do prison inmates cope with the highly punitive conditions of solitary

confinement? Adopting an interdisciplinary approach that draws heavily on the literatures on

psychology and criminology, the authors conducted an in-depth, qualitative study of residents living

within solitary confinement units within four state penal institutions, as well as the correctional staff

working within these units. This paper is marked by clear topic definition, a highly important

research question, excellent background literature research, lucid and compelling argumentation, and

impressive research design and analysis.     

 

The committee also awarded an honorable mention to Lauren Yehle’s “Movement and

Countermovement Dynamics Between the Religious Right and LGB Community Arising from

Colorado’s Amendment 2.” Yehle, a University of Denver Political Science student, provides a novel,

timely, and important investigation into the social movements active in Colorado’s Amendment 2,

which prevented the passage of anti-discrimination legislation that would protect sexuality as a class.

This well-researched and sophisticated paper provides substantial insight into LGBTQ+ rights and

social movements more generally.

(Award Announcements continued on page 7)

WITH THANKS TO THE BOARD

Jinee Lokaneeta                       

Paul Collins   

Haley Duschinski

Aaron Lorenz           

Renee Cramer    

Jean Carmalt      

Sida Liu           

 

Shannon Portillo

Danielle Rudes

Mary Nell Trautner

Raul Sanchez-Urribarri

Monica Williams
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2020 BEST UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT PAPER AWARD IN
INTERDISCIPLINARY LEGAL STUDIES

AWARD ANNOUNCEMENTS

CULJP would like to extend thanks to the 2019-2020 board members who have

helped lead the organization!

Learn more about the board:

https://www.culjp.com/board-of

directors.html



The recipient of the 2020 Teaching Innovation Award in

Interdisciplinary Legal Studies is Professor Chrysanthi Leon,

Department of Sociology and Criminal Justice, University of

Delaware, for the undergraduate sociolegal research course

sequence titled Sociology of Law and Law and Social Science

INSIDE OUT taught at the Baylor Women’s Correctional

Institution (BWCI) in Delaware. While the INSIDEOUT program

is a well established one, two innovative techniques were the

creation of the prison intersectionality exercise initiated by an

incarcerated student and the use of “I Poems” in a law and

social science class. Professor Leon utilized an

intersectionality exercise that introduced a set of biographies

that in the process prompted an incarcerated student to come

up with a “prison intersectionality” exercise based on inmate

experiences and created a new set of biographies. 
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2020 TEACHING INNOVATION AWARD IN
INTERDISCIPLINARY LEGAL STUDIES TEACHING

AWARD ANNOUNCEMENTS, CONTINUED

RECOGNIT ION FOR  EXCELLENCE  AND INNOVATION IN

INTERDISC IPL INARY LEGAL  STUDIES  TEACHING

As the nomination letter notes, “It is very effective in making explicit the specific and multiple

disadvantages faced by incarcerated people and provides a tangible application of the intersectional

theory developed by black feminists Kimberle Crenshaw and Patricia Hill-Collins.”

The second innovation was the utilization of the I Poem model created by Marie Bailey Kloch that was

the basis of a class exercise involving an interpretive approach to oral history transcripts of

Chicano/a activists. Students highlighted the “I” statements, and then pulled those statements out to

create a poem and discussed and edited them collectively. These innovative exercises in the classes

allowed initiation of teaching innovations from the incarcerated and also connected approaches from

law and humanities and social sciences in a creative way. 

(Award Announcements continued on page 8) 

 

It is very effective in making explicit the specific

and multiple disadvantages faced by incarcerated

people and provides a tangible application of the

intersectional theory developed by black feminists

Kimberle Crenshaw and Patricia Hill-Collins.

-Nomination letter for Professor Leon



The Honorable Mention for the 2020 Teaching Innovation Award in Interdisciplinary Legal Studies is

Professor Jonathan Marshall, Director of the Legal Studies Undergraduate Program at the University of

California, Berkeley, for the undergraduate course Legal Studies 123: Data, Prediction, and Law. Now in

its third year, this course trains students to critically interrogate and actually apply the use of

quantitative data analysis in sociolegal research, legal decision making, and law and policy. The course,

which currently enrolls more than 50 students, employs innovative approaches. In one assignment,

students conduct big data analyses of race, social class, and spatial dynamics of the use of force by U.S.

police officers. In another assignment, students work with digitized textual data from the Old Bailey,

which contains 197,000 case records spanning 1674 to 1913 from the central London criminal court. As the

nomination letter notes, “The question is not only how to technically conduct such an analysis, but also

centrally what one’s analyses mean substantively... In this way, while students learn about law, legal

institutions and data science, they also learn about how to pose meaningful theoretical and policy-oriented

research questions, make meaningful data analytic interpretations, and become conversant with research

methodology.” The course brings sociolegal studies into conversation with data science in innovative

ways, with potential for broad impact on sociolegal and legal education more generally. 

 

The Consortium is grateful to Haley Duschinski, Raul Sanchez-Urribarri, and Paul Collins for their service

on the award selection committee. 

 

 

It is very effective in making explicit the specific

and multiple disadvantages faced by incarcerated

people and provides a tangible application of the

intersectional theory developed by black feminists

Kimberle Crenshaw and Patricia Hill-Collins.

-Nomination letter for Professor Leon

CULJP fields various well-attended panels

and events at the Law & Society

Association meetings each year 

CULJP offers the annual Teaching

Innovation Award in Interdisciplinary

Legal Studies Teaching and Best

Undergraduate Student Paper Award

CULJP offers active blog posts on law

and society teaching

CULJP provides access to an

undergraduate law and society syllabi

database and robust professional network 

CULJP offers both institutional and

    individual memberships

CULJP is calling for all interested professors

to submit their law and society syllabi to the

official Syllabus Archive! All syllabi for

courses related to the intersection and study

of law and society, broadly defined, are

welcomed. 

The Syllabus Archive can currently be

accessed digitally at:

https://www.culjp.com/syllabi.html

Those wishing to submit additional syllabi

to the archive are encouraged to email PDFs

of relevant documents to Communications

Director Sida Liu at sd.liu@utoronto.ca.
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HONORABLE MENTION FOR 2020 TEACHING INNOVATION
AWARD IN INTERDISCIPLINARY LEGAL STUDIES TEACHING

AWARD ANNOUNCEMENTS, CONTINUED

WHY JOIN THE CONSORTIUM? A CALL FOR SYLLABI



It is very effective in making explicit the specific

and multiple disadvantages faced by incarcerated

people and provides a tangible application of the

intersectional theory developed by black feminists

Kimberle Crenshaw and Patricia Hill-Collins.

-Nomination letter for Professor Leon

Nomination deadline: February 10, 2021

  

CULJP invites submissions for the 2021 undergraduate student paper award in interdisciplinary legal studies. Papers should have

been completed while the nominee was an undergraduate student at a CULJP member institution, within the last 12 months

(between February 10, 2020 and February 10, 2021). Papers may be based on primary research, secondary research,

archival/historical research, or theoretical approaches and may use any appropriate social research methods (qualitative,

quantitative, historical, etc.). Original scholarly literature reviews are also eligible. Short assignment papers (such as reaction

papers, article summaries, thought papers, short essays) are not eligible for consideration for the award. Nominations of

undergraduate papers can be made only by faculty or graduate student mentors/instructors at CULJP member institutions; no self-

nominations from undergraduate students are accepted. 

 

The student winner will receive a cash award of $100. The nominating mentor will also receive a $100 cash award for his/her

mentoring; the CULJP expects that the mentor will continue to advise the winning student through the publication process. An

honorable mention may also be awarded. Award recipients will be recognized at the annual CULJP meeting held in conjunction

with LSA in Chicago in 2021, and partial travel support may be available.

 

Nomination deadline: February 10, 2021

CULJP invites submissions for the 2021 Teaching Innovation Award in interdisciplinary legal studies. Many types of pedagogical

innovations could be recognized by this award, including classroom exercises, original videos, paper assignments, creative

approaches to topics or readings, case studies, etc. Any faculty or graduate student instructor who is a member of a CULJP

institution, or who holds an individual CULJP membership, may nominate themselves or another instructor by submitting a letter

of support explaining the teaching innovation, a description of the course(s) for which the innovation is used, and the

contribution it makes to interdisciplinary legal studies. The nominator should also include the original teaching materials when

possible, and any evidence of impact (assessment). The winner will receive a cash award of $250. An honorable mention may

also be awarded. Award recipients will be recognized at the annual CULJP meeting held in conjunction with LSA in Chicago in

2021, and partial travel support may be available. 
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AWARD OPPORTUNITIES
FOR DETAILED  INFORMATION ON AWARD SUBMISS IONS ,  INCLUDING NOMINATION

GUIDELINES ,  PLEASE  V IS IT :  HTTPS : / /WWW.CULJP .COM/AWARDS .HTML

2021 TEACHING INNOVATION AWARD -

2021 BEST UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT PAPER AWARD
IN INTERDISCIPLINARY LEGAL STUDIES - 

RECOGNIT ION FOR  EXCELLENCE  AND INNOVATION IN

INTERDISC IPL INARY LEGAL  STUDIES  TEACHING

RECOGNIT ION FOR  RESEARCH AND WRIT ING

ACCOMPLISHMENTS  BY  UNDERGRADUATE  STUDENTS

LET CULJP ADVERTISE YOUR PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Law and society scholars frequently participate in

public engagement efforts, sharing their teaching,

research, and perspectives with an audience outside

of academia. Examples of public engagement

include writing for newspapers, magazines, and

blogs; giving interviews with the media; working

with policymakers and community

leaders; giving talks to the community; and many

others. CULJP would like to highlight the public

engagement efforts of its members and their

students on its social media accounts and blog.

Please send information about your public

engagement to our Communications Assistant,

Grace Tran, at grace.tran@mail.utoronto.ca .



It is very effective in making explicit the specific

and multiple disadvantages faced by incarcerated

people and provides a tangible application of the

intersectional theory developed by black feminists

Kimberle Crenshaw and Patricia Hill-Collins.

-Nomination letter for Professor Leon

Panelists and audience members reflected on teaching

undergraduates at particularly turbulent times. Dr. Ghosh

(Independent Scholar) discussed teaching violence in conflict

areas drawing on her research in India/South Asia. Dr. Liu

(University of Toronto) focused on “Teaching Sociolegal Studies

in the Age of Anti-Globalization and Populism” using examples

from both Canada and East Asia. Dr. Mishra (Drew University)

reflected on teaching race and immigration in a U.S. liberal arts

classroom. Dr Sanchez-Urribarri (La Trobe University) spoke on

“(Ongoing) Reflections Regarding Venezuela's Crisis” as a

Venezuelan socio-legal scholar located in Australia, focusing on 

 

 

This panel focused on how we teach law and society to undergraduate students. Panelists discussed topics such as innovative

assignments, syllabus design, capstone courses, and interdisciplinary research methods. In addition, we had broader

conversations about the relationship between methods of teaching and curricular offerings, how best to amplify the voices of

people of color, and the role of student research in teaching undergraduates. This panel featured Jean Carmalt (Chair), John Jay

College of Criminal Justice, William Garriott, Drake University, Rosalind Kabrhel, Brandeis University, Sanghamitra Padhy,

Ramapo College, and Leah Wing, University of Massachusetts Amherst and National Center for Technology and Dispute

Resolution. 

 

 

This panel brought together scholars pursuing novel

pedagogical approaches involving different aspects of

undergraduate socio-legal education. We discussed new

initiatives in curriculum development and enhancement,

including novel approaches to traditional law and society

education; innovative modalities of assessment and

evaluation; service learning courses and other opportunities

for engagement beyond the classroom; internationalization of

the curriculum, including study tours; the use of new

technologies in and beyond the classroom; teaching and

learning of new methodological techniques; and other

approaches reflecting pedagogical innovation. This panel

featured Haley Duschinski (Chair), Ohio University, Raul

Sanchez-Urribarri (Chair), La Trobe University, Paul Collins,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, and Douglas Smith,

Brandeis University.
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LAW & SOCIETY ASSOCIATION REPORTS
CULJP  WAS PLEASED TO  SPONSOR A  SERIES  OF  SERVICE  PANELS  FOCUSING

ON PEDAGOGY AT  THE  2020  LAW &  SOCIETY  ANNUAL CONFERENCE ,  WHICH

WAS HELD V IRTUALLY

METHODS OF TEACHING UNDERGRADUATE LAW AND SOCIETY

TEACHING (UNDERGRADUATE) LAW AND
SOCIETY DURING TIMES OF CRISIS

NEW DIRECTIONS IN SOCIO-LEGAL
UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

a dramatic, complex crisis that has torn Venezuela apart over the last few years. Dr. Scheppele (Princeton University) discussed

“Teaching on the Edge” by prepping from the news the minute before class, as well as teaching new events that have not been

processed by “the literature” yet. This panel was chaired by former CULJP President Jinee Lokaneeta (Drew University). 



Membership Dues for 2020-2021
Due to the global pandemic, we recognize that these are challenging financial times for many

colleges and universities. As a result, the Consortium has modified its dues for the 2020-2021

academic year. Our normal dues are $250 per year for an institutional membership and $30 for an

individual membership, but we have set up options on the website to allow for your institution to pay

a reduced rate, if need be, for the academic year.

You can join or renew your membership here:

https://www.culjp.com/store/c1/Featured_Products.html.

Get involved!

Write a blog post, post a job announcement, share a call

for papers, or post a job advertisement by contacting

Communications Director Sida Liu at

sd.liu@utoronto.ca.

We look forward to hearing from you.

STAY IN TOUCH!
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WEBSITE:
WWW.CULJP.COM

TWITTER:
@CULJP

EMAIL: 
CULJP.ADMNSTRTR@

GMAIL.COM

S T A Y  C O N N E C T E D  W I T H  U S . . .


